PROJECT

Monster Toy

Requirements

Step 2

Janome Sewing Machine (DC6050 used for project)

Position red inner eye and pin.

Zig Zag Foot A

Stitch around the edge.

Janome Purple Tip Needle
Janome plastic bobbin
Dressmaking scissors
Dressmaking pins
Pinking Shears
Sewing thread to match felt pieces
Toy stuffing
Fabric

Pack of pre-cut felt sheets multiple colours (A4 in size)

Step 3
Position and pin the mouth and tongue.

Step 1
Cut out eyes, mouth and tongue pattern pieces. (page 3)
Eyes - white felt

Only stitch around the mouth, include the back of the
tongue, in the stitch down; the remainder is not stitched
down, the tongue is hanging free.

Inner eye - red felt
Mouth - yellow felt
Tongue - pink felt
Head - 2 x purple felt sheets
Hair - light blue felt, cut sheet in half across the width.

Take 1 purple felt sheet.
Position and pin white eyes.
Using a straight stitch, sew around the outer edge of
the white eye.
Tip: You may choose to use thread to match the
various face pieces or use a contrasting thread for
all stitching.

Step 4
Take the 2nd purple felt sheet and place underneath
the sewn face felt sheet.
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Monster Toy

Step 5

Step 8

Using a straight stitch, line-up the foot with the edge of
the felt sheets and sew a seam around 3 sides, leaving
the top open.

Stitch closed the top edge.

Step 9
Pin the hair felt piece along the top seam.
Stitch on using a zig zag stitch, set stitch width 3.0
Step 6
Stuff the monster with toy staffing.

Step 10
Use pinking shears to cut hair, approx. 2cm strips.

Step 7
Pin the top edge closed.

FINISH
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DIY Project - Monster Toy Pattern
Pre-cut felt sheets used for this project are the size of this A4 page, require 2 sheets this size.

Plus, additional felt in various colours for the below face sections.

Eye

Inner Eye

Tongue

Mouth
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